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With the growing complexity of semicon
ductor devices and the use of increasingly so
phisticated device simulation packages to pro
totype these devices, new demands have been 
made on the speed and efficiency of mesh gen
erators and the sophistication of the meshes 
that are created. 

The simulation of power devices puts more 
stringent requirements on the mesh genera
tion, because of the very large sizes and the 
important influence of the geometry. Also, 
the numerical problems increase because of 
the possibly large gradients in the physical pa
rameters. This puts a higher pressure on the 
quality of the meshes with respect to the dis
cretization errors made. Because we use the 
box method [1], we have the restriction that 
we should not use elements with obtuse angles 
or bad aspect ratios [2]. 

In our search of the literature to find an al
gorithm on which to base our program (e.g., [3, 
4, 5]), we found that the algorithms presented 
until now have either only partially fulfilled 
the above criteria, produce an unjiecessarily 
high number of elements, or are very complex 
or based on probabilistic methods. 

Our device specification consists of several 
regions, each described by a polygon bound
ary and a material type. We cover this with a 
rectangular mesh, refine this where necessary 
and use triangles to fit the boundary and to 
handle green points (extra points introduced 
in the adaptive refinement). In the end we 
allow the user to refine or unrefine the result
ing mesh interactively, because the engineer 
will always have a better knowledge than a:ny 
program about where large changes in the so
lution are expected and therefore, where the 
mesh has to be fine. 

Our major improvements as compared to 
other approaches are: An improved tensor-
product covering, the/w^^y-ioa; refinement and 

an implementation with data structures that 
allow adaptive (un-)refinement. 

The adaption of meshes to an arbitrary de
vice geometry can cause quite large difficulties, 
because of the complex shapes they can have. 
The easiest attempt to simplify the problem, 
is a tensorproduct covering through all bound
ary vertices. We improved this attempt such 
that the aspect ratio of the resulting elements 
is always good. 

To be able to fit the boundary, we take care 
during the refinement steps that we generate 
only elements that we can fit simple. There
fore, we developed the method show in fig, ]. 

•Typeset on June 15, 1990. 

Figure 1: Fuzzy box refinement to a boundary 
vertex showing fuzzy-box for 8 : 1 maximum 
aspect ratio. 

We define a fuzzy box by the criterion that 
the aspect ratio of the rectangles that are 
created during the refinement should not be 
larger than a user given parameter. If a criti
cal point (e.g. a boundary vertex, a boundary 
intersection, or a green point) is inside the box, 
we can directly refine on it. 

The whole program is written in C++. Tlii.s 
object-oriented language allows us to imple
ment the mesh in several tree structures. That 
gives us an easy way to refine and unrefine ac
cording to the wishes of the user. 

As a representative example we sliow a mesh 
together with the doping profile for a tliyristor 
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Figure 3: Enlargement of the upper 50 i.im 

Figure 2: The whole thyristor 

and some enlargements of it (Fig. 2, 3, 4). The 
height of this thyristor structure is 0.5 mm, the 
width is 0.2 mm. The oxide height of the MOS 
structure of the last figure is 0.05 nm. We use 
32117 elements and 26321 vertices. 

The mesh generator designed and imple
mented by the authors, meshbuild, produces 
meshes witli no obtuse angles for even complex 
geometries, while at the same time reducing 
the overall number of mesh elements. Run
times for complex examples are on the order 
of one minute on a Sun 4. 

That means, to the best of our knowledge, 
that we are now for the first time able to model 
real-life power devices with typical sizes in the 
order of up to several millimeters. 
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Figure 4: Enlargement of the oxide in the 
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